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Building 
The ‘mobile clean room’ that is the ERS cassette removes the need for 

building expensive separated dirty and clean room facilities. This allows for 
more flexibility and better use of limited building space, and saves on the costs 

of doubled up separated room utilities. 

Our new ERS model has a smaller footprint than before, saving on further 
spaces costs. Our cassettes can be stored on the shelf within four hours 

of reprocessing, saving on expensive storage facilities.

Endoscope Damage 
From across the sites using the ERS/ESS system we have reports 

of savings in costs of endoscope repair as a result of the scopes being 
protected within the ERS cassette from damage during transportation.  

 
Luton Hospital reported savings of £20,000.00 within the first 

year of their ERS/ESS system - on repairs of their 
bronchoscopes alone.

Staff 
The ERS cassette based system means that the scopes get 

handled only once from start of reprocessing to point of use, 
thereby saving staff time. The absence of the need for pass through 

facilities with the one stop ERS cassette means that there is not 
a need for separate staff in separated rooms.

Supply Chain 
Cut out the Admin Middle Man:  

You can buy directly from 
BES Decon and save on the 

handling charges built into the prices 
listed by various of the central  

buying groups.

Process 
Chemistry: Our adazone/peracetic acid chemistry option 
provides sterilisation level disinfection, but without risk of 

damage to the scope from the chemistry. 

High Level Disinfection (HLD) or Sterilisation? With our new model 
of ERS, the choice is yours: for low risk scopes, save on the chemistry 

costs, and use our lower dose HLD option.

Individual ‘sinks’: Each cassette gets processed individually, 
so you can start your cycle for a scope as soon as that 

scope is ready. You can then get on with preparing 
the next scope without any costly delays.

Transportation 
The ERS cassette system is  reusable, allowing you 

to use the same cassette to bring the sterile scope to 
the patient in the same container as is used to bring the 

scope back for reprocessing. 
 

Save on the container costs, and on the disposal costs.  
Kinder to the environment as well. The ability to store your  

ERS cassette within 4 hours of reprocessing, wherever  
you may need your scope, provides flexibility of service  

and less cancelled lists.

Safety related 
The ERS cassette based system is the only endoscope 

reprocessing system on the market that avoids your scopes having 
the risk of access to the open air from start of reprocessing to point 
of use. This also means that our track and trace systems really do 

monitor the one scope individually through all the phases of a usage cycle.

One scope per cassette (or sink) removes any risk of cross-contamination.  
All these aspects contribute to the greatest reduction of risk, 

and the associated savings on legal costs, sick leave, etc

Capital 
Our new rental packages allow you to 
save on capital budgets, and rent the 
machines and cassettes to cover your 
changing needs, and fund these from 

revenue budgets – spreading your 
costs over actual usage.

Maintenance 
Our new ERS model uses a different 
maintenance-free pump, reducing 

materials and time costs for 
maintenance.
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CISA ESS (Endoscope 
Storage System)
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Storage Cabinet
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Techscope - Pre-cleaner 
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BES Decon supply individual 
items or turn-key provision
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Trace System

Schematics of single-room decontamination unit for low throughput (CFPP 01-06, Decontamination of 
flexible endoscopes: Design and Installation)
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transport
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Dimensions mm (WxDxH) 1100x750x1700

Weight kg 200

Power supply volts 220 - 240 A.C

Power consumption watts 1000

Cabling and plug amps 5

Frequency hz 50/60

Compressed air DN 8

Compressed air pressure bar 6 - 8

Sound level dB <60

ESS

Specification

Dimensions mm (WxDxH) 630x120x570

Weight kg 4

Inner volume litres 14

Storage Cassette

Dimensions mm (WxDxH) 890x850x1800

Weight kg 200

Power supply volts 220 - 240V A.C

Power consumption watts 1000/3500

Cabling and plug amps 13/16

Frequency hz 50

Cold water supply DN 15

Water pressure bar 1.5 - 3

Compressed air DN 8

Compressed air pressure bar 6 - 8

Drain DN 32

Sound level dB <60

ERS


